The mutual information between the state of a neural network and the state of the external 1 world represents the amount of information stored in the neural network that is associated with the 2 external world. In contrast, the surprise of the sensory input indicates the unpredictability of the 3 current input. In other words, this is a measure of inference ability, and an upper bound of the 4 surprise is known as the variational free energy. According to the free-energy principle (FEP), a 5 neural network continuously minimizes the free energy to perceive the external world. For the 6 survival of animals, inference ability is considered to be more important than simply memorized 7 information. In this study, the free energy is shown to represent the gap between the amount of 8 information stored in the neural network and that available for inference. This concept involves 9 both the FEP and the infomax principle, and will be a useful measure for quantifying the amount of 10 information available for inference.
Prediction errors p(x)
The actual probability density of x p(φ|x), p(x, φ), p(φ) Actual probability densities (posterior densities)
Prior densities p * (x), p * (φ|x), p * (x, φ) Statistical models dx ≡ ∏ i dx i Finite spatial resolution of x
⟨•⟩ p(x) ≡ ∫ •p(x)dx Expectation of • over p(x) H[p(x)] ≡ ⟨− log(p(x)dx)⟩ p(x)
Shannon entropy of p(x)dx ⟨− log(p * (x)dx)⟩ p (x) Cross entropy of p * (x)dx over p(x)
KLD between p(•) and p * (•) I[x; φ] ≡ D KL [p(x, φ)||p(x)p(φ)]
Mutual information between x and φ 
S(x)
Generative model : p * (x, u|V, γ) = p * (x|u, Generative process :
Recognition model :
Generative model :
where p φ is the prior distribution for φ and p 
where 
Note that p(x, ϑ, φ) is the joint probability of (x, ϑ) and φ. 
Using Shannon entropy,
where
is the conditional entropy of x given φ. of the non-negativity of KLD. Hence, in this study, the input surprise is defined by
and its expectation over p(x) by
This definition of S(x) is to ensure S is non-negative and S = 0 if and only if p
is determined by the environment and constant for the neural network, minimization of this
146
S is the same meaning as minimization of ⟨− log(p * (x)dx)⟩ p(x) .
147
Because the sensory input is generated by the external world generative process, consideration bound is termed as variational free energy:
Note that p(φ|x) expresses the belief about hidden states of the external world encoded by internal 157 states of the neural network, termed as the recognition density. Due to the non-negativity of KLD,
158

F(x) is guaranteed to be an upper bound of S(x) and F(x) = S(x) holds if and only if
where the MAP estimation alone does not always identify the generative process behind the sensory inputs.
172
As F is the sum of costs for the MAP estimation and BSS, free-energy minimization is the rule to 173 simultaneously minimize the prediction error and maximize the independency of the internal states.
Information available for inference
to unconscious inference and the internal model hypothesis, the aim of a neural network is to predict representing the inference capability is obtained: (Fig. 2) .
where is the so-called reconstruction error, which is similar to the reconstruction error for principal 
Comparison between the free-energy principle and related theories 221
In this section, the FEP is compared with other theories. As described in the Methods, the aim of (Eq. (19)) means to do both of them simultaneously.
Infomax principle 226
The generative process and recognition-and generative models defined in Eqs. (1) 
(•). This mutual information is given by
When nonlinear neural outputs have a finite range (e.g., between 0 and 1), the variance of u 
In what follows, it is described that maximization of Eq. (26) as well as the FEP performs PCA and
241
ICA. 
Principal component analysis
243
Both the infomax principle and the FEP give a cost function of PCA. Suppose dim(x) > dim(u),
245
Since the prediction error is given by
The first term of Eq. (27) 
Simulation and results
278
The difference between the infomax principle and the FEP is illustrated by a simple simulation 279 using a linear generative process and a linear neural network (Fig. 3) . For simplification, it is assumed 280 that the dynamics of u quickly converge to the optimum that minimizes F(x) compared to the change 281 of s (adiabatic approximation).
282
For the results shown in Fig. 3 , s denotes two-dimensional hidden sources following an identical
283
Laplace distribution with zero mean and unit variance; x denotes four-dimensional sensory inputs; 14)) and free energy expectation F (Eq. (18)), respectively.
291
Simulations were conducted 100 times with randomly selected θ and Σ z for each condition. For each 292 simulation, 10 8 random sample points were generated and probability distributions were calculated 293 using the histogram method.
294
First, when W is randomly chosen and V is defined by V = W T , both H[x|φ] and F are scattered
295
(black circles in Fig. 3 ) because neural outputs represent random mixtures of sources and noises. 
Discussion
319
In this study, the FEP is linked with the infomax principle, PCA, and ICA. It is more likely 320 that the purpose of a neural network in a biological system is to minimize the surprise of sensory 321 inputs to realize better inference rather than maximize the amount of stored information. For In summary, this study investigated the differences between two types of 359 information-information stored in the neural network and information available for inference.
360
It was demonstrated that free energy represents the gap between these two types of information.
361
This result clarifies the difference between the FEP and related theories and can be utilized for 362 understanding unconscious inference from a theoretical viewpoint. 
